HW 3 GENERAL GRADING KEY

Dry Question 1:

- Forgetting or adding an extra arrow in the first section (-3), with a maximum of (-10) grades in case of having 4 or more wrong arrows.
- Mistake in any of the 2-4th sections (-8).
- The directions of the arrows in the first section was ignored.
- We primarily focused on the final answers, so most of the incorrectness in your explanations were ignored.

Dry Question 2:

- Section a - mentioned that a solution would be to block interrupts (and not mentioned polling) -2
- Section a - did not mention how to handle interrupt storm -3
- Section d - was wrong about the maximum time (didn’t say that it was between two clock ticks) -3
- Section e - didn’t mention that the stack need to be switched if we move from kernel to user -3

Wet Part:

- -10 for each failing test.
- -100 if your solution does not compile.

NOTE: This is a general correction key, the staff has the right to deduct points for your incorrectness in the solution as they fit.